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Tell mo tho truth ; nutHow do you fel.
Volume XCll
Wealth of -
Nations."
.
.
';--- -
-
V "Smith took 12 years in writing
the work which many have Said .
is the basis of --"laissez faire" ;
economics. Baird said that
Smith never used the phrase
which has been ascribed to him. ....
"It was invented by the
followers of an-overoptimis- tic
French economist who. totally,
misinterpreted Smith's concept --:.
of economic liberty."
.
--
. : .
The main purpose of Smith's
. work, said Baird, was to "ex-- -
plain the. forces that permit a ,
: nation to grow and reach its full
economic potentiaL'; To do this,'
Smith said that the system of
mercantilism existing at the
time had to be destroyed. :
Baird pointed out that Smith
--
. never '- - used the , terms .
PUBLISHED BY
. i
-
"capitalism" or "capitalist" but
that they were invented by Karl
: Marx "in order to have a straw
man to knock down." .
Another misconception ' : of
Smith, said Baird, is that he is
seen as advocating the absence
of government from
.
the
economic system. Smith said
that government should have a
limited role, being active in only
three areas: national defense,
providing a system of justice,
and providing public welfare.--:
Baird ! said - - Smith
"
"legitimizes".- - almost all the
economic programs carried out '
in the United States, including
.
anti-tru- st activity, " minimum
wage legislation, and a system
of public welfare."
'Commenting on' business
entrepreneurs. Smith said that
in pursuing their own interest --
they frequently "promote that of
the society more effectually than
when they really intend to
promote it I have never known
much good dene by those who
claim to trade for the public-good."-- .',-
-.-
-
;: -
.
Smith was astonished and
.amused, at his popularity with
business leaders. Much of his
writing was quite critical of
them. He wrote that "a proposal
Dr. William Baird "
Smith Recounted
"
.-
-" by Tom Caihman
Dr. William M. Baird, of the
Department of Economics, said
Wednesday, that the philosophy
of the eighteenth century
economist Adam Smith has often
' been, misunderstood.
...
Baird
discussed this in his convocation ,
address Wednesday, entitled, --
"Adam Smith & THE WEALTH
V" OF NATION." - fc a ji
- Baird sought to " clear up
. misconceptions : about both"" '
:" Smith, the individual, and his -
"masterniece " "The
of any new law or regulation
, continued on page 4
THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
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Women's Center
ByRayBules
" The Womens' .Center,.. spon- -
sored - by Wooster- - -- Womens
Alliance, opened .its doors
londay night Designed to offer
.Wooster women --information on
both . women's health and
.
campus activities for: women,
the Center is located in the
former-
-
study room in rthe
basement of Holden HalL
At this 4ime the Women's
Center consists of an in
formation center, which has
details of local programs and
.
activities-f- or women, and a
womens library. ;
The focus of tie - Womens'
Center library is on womens'
health;lhe revised edition of
Our Bodies, Ourselves, the --
landmark text by the Boston
Women's Collective has just
arrived in Wooster and is being
featured by the Center library. . .--.
The library 'is by no means,
complete,! and the --.Women's
Alliance, whose members have
loaned or paid for the present1;"
books, have asked the campus
for literary contributions..
Texts concerning black
women and their contributions
to society are especially needed,
as well as non-fictio- n literature
by and - about women. In- - .
dependent - study , theses and
other unpublished papers are -
Students
Manuel Prestamo will conduct
I the. Wooster Symphony Or-
chestra in a concert on Sunday,
April ,11,-
-
featuring solo per
formances by two College of
Wooster students and - a high
schooLstudent The concert will
start at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel.
: .,
-
-
.
.
-- The three soloists were
selected by a panel of judges in a
contest held on Jan. 31, 1978. The
winners in the college division,
which was restricted to Wooster
students, were Elizabeth Downs,
and - Julie Evans,
.
both
sophomore music majors.
Hunger
Carrie v Levenson, a
I representative - from Oxfam- - '
America will visit the College of
Wooster today. Her visit is a
response to Woosters Wed- -.
nesday , Soup and Bread .
program. Soup night, organized -
by - the Bread for the World '
Committee, earned 82,929.00 for
I this hunger aid association.
also welcomed. : "s
Texts belonging to WWA"
members will be placed on
reserve; those belonging to the
Womens' Center may circulate
for two weeks.
The Womens' Center is open
Sunday, Monday, and Wed-
nesday evenings from 7 to 9, and
Tuesday' and Thursday af-
ternoons from 3 to 5.
The Women's Alliance, is also
sponsoring a concert Sunday at 8
p.m. in Lowry Center Ballroom
'
'
:
... .
1 f
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.'. . Like you'ro rollin' I
J so fast '
9' : That you'ro spinnin' fj r your wheels ?
" Bmi Ldon
Joy Loon parus Woman's Allionc a Canter
Featured at
Downs, a student of Nancy
Buckingham, will play Weber's"
Concertino for clarinet and
orchestra. Evans, a student of
Daniel Winter, will play the first
movement of Schumann's Piano
Concerto in A minor.
Amy Smukler of Cleveland
won the high school division,
which included contestants from
all over the state. She will
perform the first movement of
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No.
1. Smukler, 16, attends Laurel
School and studies piano with
Elizabeth Pastor ' in the
preparatory division of. the
Examined
Oxfam-Ameri- ca is a small
voluntary : v- - overseas -- aid
.
organization that - aims , its
support , toward agricultural,
educational, . and resource
development The organization
focuses upon programs that are
operated by the underdeveloped
communities themselves. This
continued on pogo 4-- '
Numb r 2
Opens
- by feminist singer Casse Culver,
Ms. Culver, who hails from
Washington, D.C., will be joined
by local singers and poets.
Another Women's Alliance
project is a journey to Ohio
Wesleyan . April 15 to hear a
speech by author Kate Millett
Ms. Millett will speak at 8:00
that night; transportation to
Ohio Wesleyan may be obtained
. through Wooster Womens'
Alliance contact person Melinda
Kramer, at Box 2051.
McGaw
Cleveland Institute of Music.
The program also includes
Beethoven's Egmont Overture
and Schubert's Unfinished --
Symphony. Admission is $2.00,
but students and college per-
sonnel will be admitted free.
INSIDE
HELL WEEK
ONE ACTS
CRIME
"ADELE H."
BASEBALL
Pag 2
Small House
Proposal
Dear Editor:
I'd like to take this opportunity
to inform the campus com
munity of a proposed new entity
of life and activity. This proposal
is in part the proposal for a
program house on campus, and
in part the proposal for a new.
kind of organization within the
student community. This
organization's name would be
the Wooster Inter-Fait- h Com-
munity Council. Our reason for
proposing such a council is that,
although this is a church-relate- d
college (and not in name only)
and a vast majority of the
students come from Protestant '
or Catholic families, there are no
organizations (outside of
Wooster Christian Fellowship
and Newman Club, which reach
but a minute percentage of the
campus population) whose
purpose is to create the con-
ditions for free and open ex-
pression of religious (moral,
existential, and secular) issues.
Just as the Douglass Humanities
--House is sponsor to discussions
whose aim is greater un-
derstanding between science
and the humanities, the Inter-Fait- h
Council would sponsor
faculty-stude- nt discussion of
such diverse topics as "Marxism
and Christianity Can they be
reconciled?"; "Protestantism
vs. Catholicism What are the
real differences and real
similarities?"; "Contemporary
Judaism," and "Zen and the Art
otChristian-fait- h Maintenance."
Just as Myers-Dre- e is a coun-cellin- g
and resource center for
questions jot human sexuality
and mental-physic- al health, the
Inter-Fait- h Council would be a
resource center for faith-relate- d
questions, with input from all
' Wooster area churches and
religious organizations so
students could get answers to
their questions, or at least get
help in reformulating these
questions so that they can find
their own answers; so students
could learn more about what it
means to be a Mennonite, or
Baptist, Catholic, Methodist,
Lutheran, etc., and attend
services and other functions of
these church organizations. For
the most part, this council's
activity would be planning and
communication: here are
professors who would like to
share Bible study and prayer
with students, here are students
who meet regularly for just
these purposes...; here are
Catholic and Protestant students
living together in ignorance of .
this important aspect of each
other's individuality; here are
people who "see God" when they
get high, and people who "get
high" when they see God. Let's
tap these potentials, ask the
questions, discuss the issues,
find new answers, share new
experiences, and understand
ourselves and each other a little
better. This is what the Inter-Fait- h
Community Council is
about. In order to best achieve
; these goals, the "community"
aspect of this forum has two
--sides : the first is our focus on the
issues, needs, etc. facing our
acedemic community, the
second is an experimental focus
VOICE April 9, 1976
liters to to Sirtte
on religious community, rather
like that of Westminster House,
but with more emphasis on "
rprayer and a search for quality
in the spiritual life of Wooster
students. As a close community,
we can be a more efficient organ
for the sounding of YOUR
questions, YOUR program in-
terests, YOUR views on the
' values implicit to the religious
side of life. As a known and
visible resource center, we can
be most available to YOU. while
being resource centers for eachv
- other in our shared life. This is
.
why we hope to get a Program
House.
On Sunday, April 11 at 7:30 in
Lowry 118, we will have an
organizational meeting of this
council, the program house
proposal. We extend an open
, invitation to all professors, staff
and students of the College of
Wooster, to attend this meeting
with your suggestions and
openness. We would like to be a
co-e- d community house, but are
fully open to a one-se-x house if
that is our only choice. If you are
interested in living in a house
with-peopl- e who enjoy common
prayer, Bible study, and open
discussion, if you'd like to help
us facilitate new kinds of
programs on the Wooster
Campus, come to the meeting, or
call me at extension 337
(Douglass Room 221). Here is an
.
opportunity to make a new kind
of community; what it becomes
is up to YOU. Ill see you there.
Signed,
Lawrence P. Ackerman
To Bunnies
. Or Cattle
To The Editor:
It wasn't until I felt a real
sense of sheer anger that I knew . .'
how dangerous "Hell Week" can
be. Before Hell Week, I saw that,
even though they were not
something. I would engage in.
Clubs and Sections seemed to fit
the needs of some at C.O.W.
After being exposed to the side of
Clubs and Sections that we've
seen this past week, I find my
respect for them is gone.
I agree completely with how
degrading and downright SICK
the philosophy behind Hell Week
is. I could write a book on the
subject. Perhaps the most
disgusting game I see played
"during Hell Week is seen in the
corriders of Women's Dorms,
where we have the tragedy-struc- k
actives in turmoil over
the reactions of their abused
pledges, who just couldn't hold
up under the pressure. I CAN'T
ACCEPT ANYONE WASTING
ENERGY ON FALSE GAMES
OF CONTROL AND ABUSE . . .
there are too many REAL
games going on in the world. We
dont need to make them up.
Also, included in my book,
would be an outline of the
philosophy behind a con-
centration camp. I don't need to
spell out the correlation ... it
should be evident enough.
I might devote a chapter or
two to the plight of an 18-2-2 year
old, who decided on a college,
education to help him-h- er to find
a place in life. Granted, we are
each alone, and quite scared,
and sometimes desperate in our
searches for acceptance, but
let's not get so starved that we
must resort to games of forced
unity to feel accepted. The
reality of acceptance and --
rejection is a lot more scary,
perhaps, when done with our '
OWN hands, our OWN minds,
and in the real worldVIn the real
world, you don't know wha's
playing games or not, and the
"Heaven" or "Hell" Master is
yourself. Yourself, as a person
who can make mistakes, can .
give and take, can try and fail,
can sleep and eat, and can have
the fears and joys of RISKING
acceptance. THE RISK IS
WHAT MAKES ACCEPTANCE
VALID.
As I said before, I only saw the
intense danger of "Hell Week,"
when "sheer anger" raced
through my bones. I feel I can
now understand what causes
wars, just from feeling the in-
tense hatred I have of these
social games. A feeling that
comes through, the shouts of
hoarse-voice- d section actives
stooped over a pledged group of
blinded cattle, herded, in
obedience. ... or from the joy of
bunny-rabb- it pledges, dressed so
sweetly, hopping from class to
class, ears on their heads,
stuffed carrots in their teeth.
There's only so many of these
creatures one can see before it
seems time to arm and attack
those who wish to make us into
animals.
I know it's been said before,
and I know it's already become a
meaningless, cliche to most, bat.
look in the mirror and see those .
tiny holes in our eyes that
release our humaness. Our
ability to feel and to cry goes
beyond bunnies and cattle, and
most importantly surpasses a
fear of thinking we have to lower
ourselves to controlling and
being controlled, in order to
receive the reward of ac-
ceptance. To accept another is to
recognize their commonality
with yourself, and to CAST
ASIDE all doubt of their likeness
to you, by REFUSING TO place
obstacles and stumbling blocks
before them.
, JudyApplegate
Country
Clubs Live
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to
your Open Forum column in the ,
last issue of VOICE. I thought It
was a good column and would
like to take this opportunity to
present my feelings towards hell
week and sections in general.
Relatively speaking, this is a
small school. A campus and a
student body this size should be
able to have some unity. Instead
of unified, this is a divided,
sectioned campus.
These sections ; dominate
social life, Intermural sports,
and bousing activity to name but
a few things I've noted in my
time here. Perhaps these sec-
tions should have received more .
coverage in the college
catalogue that the two or three
lines now given them.
This college dominance was
brought to a peak recently,
during Hell Week. One would
have to be pretty withdrawn not
to notice it Hell Week is the
rerouting of the new blood on
campus. It gives section
members the chance to act out
fantasies of : dominance and
power. It moves this already
isolated campus even further
from reality. --rT
I don't think geniune friend-
ship and brotherhood can be
generated by writing names in a
book and memorizing them, or
by bringing actives their food on
command. But so it goes. Then
comes the .awarding of the
almighty jackets; the one thing
that transforms a group of upper-
-middle class whites., into
"super clique." r v -
I think the whole section
operation is the beginning of the
'country club' mentality that is
to be carried into like outside the
college. By 'country club,' I
mean the lowering of one's self
respect and kissing ass for ac-
ceptance and advancement v
Let rie sign this not active,
pledge, or independent but
rather a student of the College of
Wooster.
Please DO NOT use my name
if the letter is printed. The wrath
of adverse section reaction is
indeed something to be aware of.
I think the last sentence shows
that things are, not healthy on
this campus. Thank you.
AConcerned student
A Board
- Burn Out
Deaf Editor:
An intolerable situation can be
tolerated only so long before
becoming unbearably offensive.
Such is the case in regard to the
obnoxious vaudville lighting
effects encircling the LCB an-
nouncement board in Lowry
Center. The lights first of all fail
to deliver what they promise!
The risque illumination hints of
ludicrous events in store for the
upcoming , week, but upon
Boater Botrp
Published weakly during the academic year by the students
of tha Collage of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and
features are those of the staff alone, and should not be construed
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editor from - students,' faculty, administrators, subscribers, and.
members of' the greeter Wooster community. All correspondence
may be addressed to WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College
of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691 i
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States
Press Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association Sub-
scription rates are $6.00 per year for a second class subscription,
$9.00 per year for first class. -
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry
Center, Room C-1- 9. Telephone:
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MANAGING EDITOR.
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FEATURE EDITQR
ADVERTISING MANAGER.,
' examination one disappointingly
.;. (for the true scholar) discovers
no such debased events listed.
The lights in addition are an
offense to the past tradition of
The American ' Broadway
Theatre.
However, those are the least of
-- the offenses wrought by this"
ungodly sight An overpowering
feeling
. of nausea fills the
onlooker with each passing, and
who enjoys being nauseated?
These repulsive; crass and just :
plain UGLY lights are a cruel ,
eyesore: (literall in ' that One
gets bloodshot eyes from trying"
to read the events). They even ;
break 'up the beautifully color-coordinat- ed
Lowry Center .main
floor.
- Perhaps more important the
lights are a senseless waste of
- electricity. What is the logic of .
turning out the lights in other
buildings on campus while the
ridiculous, wasteful, no-purp-ose
lights on the LCB board burn all --
day?
As previous attempts to alter
this mockery of our aesthetic
tastes and conservation efforts
have failed, I call for a
STUD1 INT PROTEST 4n the
form of deviously unscrewing
the lights till they no longer
shine whenever passing the
board . . . Peace with honor.
Unscrewpulously yours,
J.P.Kleft
Design Contest
- Sunday is the deadline
for designs ' to be sub-
mitted for the VOICE
masthead contest. All
designs' must be sub-
mitted to the VOICE
input box at Lowry
Center by Sunday 5 p.m.
The winning designer will
win a $20 prize. Write on!
La
(2J6) 264-123- 4, extension 433.
Ray Boles
Tom Cashman
.Dave Johns
MMtMIHMMMH,MI(liikt McDoWOll
s))eeeLofH Bquwiq ordnf
BUSINESSCIRCULATION MANAGER ....... --Jane Hawhen
PHOTO EPtTO Rooooj4 Myf
EDITORIAL CONSULTANTHUHHMHM.HMMHHMmMMi.MSg Tew
REPORTING STAFPPolly Beats, Don Berkey, Betsy Billings,
Steve Cop pick, John Dalcoa, Doug Dill, Lis Eaton," Mortho
.Jameson, Dave Koppenhaver, Irene Korsok, , Anne McCune,
Steve Monaco, Nelson Smith, Niell W. Slater, Ellen Thomas;
Doug Weaver, Jim VonHom end John Sharp
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A Peso of Opinion
Double Iro Reaches Students
'by Dong Weaver. w
At the risk of being pretentious
in bringing the issue of crime
and delinquency to such a safe
place as the College, I feel it-mi- ght
be beneficial to begin a
dialogue on this issue. Indeed,
we have represented at Wooster
many of the major disciplines
- (Le., , psychology,, sociology, .
political science, etc.) that have ,
beetf,, or should be, commenting
oat such, a concern.' ..Granted
there are courses designed to
deal , with these issues. I'm
presently involved in the
Criminal Justice course, I have
always viewed a newspaper as a
"non-classroo- m" means of
hitting at some hard questions.
The rise of crime across the
nation and possibly here at our '
school certainly poses one of
these questions.
Joseph T. Williams
A few days ago a faculty
member told me that 75 per cent
of the students at Wooster do not
write at a college level. While
one might argue about the per
centage, one must concede
that the writing ability of stu-
dents at the College and other
colleges across the country has
decreased in the past 5-- 10 years.
This decrease may be; in part,
attributed to the increasingly
heterogenous; make-u- p of the
student body. (Heterogeneity
itself has not caused the
decrease in the overall writing
abilities of students.) Students
with lower-clas- s backgrounds
are more likely to have attended
At What Cost Brotherhood?
: To The Editor:
Being aware in advance that
the Hell Week Open Forum
would be a feature in last week's
issue, I turned immediately to
the article. I first noticed that
the "random sample" did not
include any club pledges and
included only a small number of
club actives.-- 1 am. sure that
comments . from, uthesecgroups
would have been interesting and
enlightening; ... - : i 1
"I read with' interest the
comments from independents.
One junior independent noted
that Hell Week denies one the .
right to hum an dignity. I wonder
how this conclusion was
reached. In my club (and I'm
sure this applies to other clubs
and the sections) any pledge has
always had the opportunity to
refuse participation in any ac-
tivity. . .
People are available to talk to
anyone who feels the need to talk
or feels the need for en-
couragement. This helps lead to
-- security for the pledge the
type of security every human
I, like many of the students
here, have not been confronted
with serious criminal acts upon
my person or possessions. The
reasons are clear in my case. I
.
was raised in a safe middle-clas-s
- atmosphere, , almost totally
lacking in the criminal ele-
ment Unfortunately they
tell me back home this is --
, changing. Still, I sometimes feel
a sense of "middle-clas- s guilt,"
not unlike the "White guilt'4 felt
by some 'enlightened' white
students-wh- en confronted with
Black concerns. Thus it is as if I
need to be bludgeoned on the
head by some poverty-ridde- n
opportunist before I can safely
comment on crime and
delinquency. Well, that is bunk!
Anyway, that type of experience
is hard to 'obtain here at
Wooster (Perhaps that is, in
part, what Urban Quarters are
for; Ithinknot)
Writing Skill
. schools where teachers were not
as concerned with teaching "the
basics" as were the teachers of
students --with middle-clas-s .
backgrounds. The number of
Black students at the college,
most of whom are from urban
areas, has increased in the past
5-1-0 years. The urban public
schools these Black students
attended usually did not prepare
them for college as well as the
suburban schools that most
White students attended.
By increasing the
heterogeneity of the' student
; body, the College has accepted
a large number of students
whose academic preparation
hopes to find in friends. A close
knit group of people who like to
be with people is created (not a
couple of people who are fraid to
be alone!).
I would also like to address the
other junior independent. An
. activity is degrading only when
one views it that way. I per-
sonally feel that I participated in
no degrading activities during
my Hell. Week. It is unfortunate .
.that-- , the whole. --scampus: . is
"subjected" to heU week. It is
also unfortunate that the clubs
have no place to hold a Hell
Week we unfortunately have
to share facilities with the rest of
the campus community. .
I am proud Jo be a club
member and I am also proud
to be a resident of Douglass Hall,
but I do not feel that the
"brotherhood" of-- Douglass is
anything like "the "brotherhood"
of a club or section. Finally,
perhaps Hell Week is discour-
teous to sleep and study, but so
are many other activities on this
campus.
I have always felt that Hell
Week is an excellent experience,
but that it's not for everyone. I
But since we cannot deal with
serious crimes, how about minor
crimes? I think the thefts from
the library might fall into this
category, though the librarians
might see these in a more
serious light than some students.
Pr why don't we take just one
example that happened to me?
Last Wednesday I had one of
my criminal justice books stolen
while I was eating lunch. It
didn't cost a lot, but it
aggravated me. Indeed, I found
the principle of the matter in-
fluenced my decision to write
now, more than the loss of the .
book (What else can motivate
safe and secure students like us
except principles?). The irony of
the situation is that this thief
took a book concerned with
crime, law, and society. The
double irony is that within the
book are some' articles that
allow a reader to rationalize any
Improvement Sought
is difficult in certain areas.
At present the College
,
pro-
vides a Learning Center pro-
gram and a Basic Compo-
sition course to aid students
who need or desire help
with their writing skills.
Students who submit a poor
writing sample" may "qualify"
for the Learning Center. Basic
Composition Is open to all
students, although most students
who take the course are required
to.
Learning Center and the Basic
Composition have not been ,as
effective as many faculty and
students had hoped they would
be.
often wish that people would
remember that those who want
to experience a Hell Week should
be able to enjoy it and not be
put down by people who would
want the same consideration of
their rights.
Debbie Starr
Member of Kappa Epsilon Zeta
Over 400 new schwinn &
Fuji bicycles in stock. .
ORRVILLE
SCHWINN
CYCLERY
W. High St. Ext.
3f
fS Orrvlll.
Ph. 682-191- 1
GRACE'S WINE SHOPPE
t FREE DELIVERY ' i
: V 262-58- 66 j
deviant act he might like to
commit as a natural outgrowth
of the way society brought him
up. I shudder to think what this
thief (some say maladjusted
individual) might be considering
now. Hopefully he is a critical
reader.
Still the theft raises some
concerns of mine. If the thief is
Indeed a maladjusted individual
what role does society have in
rehabilitating him? And what
role does retribution play, i.e., is
there room for punishment in
any s justice system? I don't
know. I do think there is a
definite difference between the
starving family that steals in
order to feed itself and the
college student who steals a book
in order to sell It back to the
bookstore for a few dollars.
Maybe we need to define
"crime" more clearly.
Ultimately the issue is how
This ineffectiveness is due
more to a lack of understanding
by the faculty of how to help
students than the lack of com-
mitment by theJaculty. Most of
the members of the English
department are more oriented
towards literature than writing;
therefore, they are not as ef-
fective as might be expected
when it comes to helping a
student develope his - writing
skills.
In . an attempt to assist
students having writing dif-
ficulties the College is hiring a
full-tim- e reading and writing
specialist The College is also
.replacing Freshman Colloquium
with Freshman Studies. Fresh-
man Studies will concentrate
more on reading and writing
much responsibility falls to the
individual for a crime .com-
mitted, and how much to
society? This question, and the
ones above, I pose to students
and faculty. Doubtless, the
questions have been raised
before and will be again. But
I enjoy, as do many students I
have talked with enjoy a chance
to speak out on colcerns in a
public forum such as the VOICE.
This, it seems, is an important
aspect of the newspaper
medium.
Should you like to write to the
editor, please do so. If you don't
want your thoughts to be
published, but would like to
write, my box is 3012 and it is
open for any and all responses.
Finally to the individual who
took my book; what's a few
bucks when the risk is being
labeled "maladjusted?" Give it
back.o.k.?
than Freshman Colloquium did.
Freshman Studies will be
graded in the traditional man-
ner, v
Europe For Less
If you are thinking of
flying to Europe, come in
and see.me in Babcock No. 1.
Wooster in
Vienna flies June 9 from
New York to Luxembourg
.
and returns August 28, but
' the return flight can be
changed to suit the in-- ,
dividual' likes. The cost is
set at 1400 and is not
dependent on filling the
plane. ' - .
William I. Schreiber.
3!3E. LI E RTST'Ur.OH.o
iif fit'.': - i'- - "c: if !'".
I
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One-Act- s Hit
by Scott Weingart
The Shoolroy Theatre plays
host to three student-directe- d
one-ac-ts this weekend. Directed
by Vicki Marx, "The Apple
Tree," starts off the evening.
The mini-music-al stars Meg
Hacken as Eve, Steve Hammond
as Adam, Bruce Longworth as
Satan (complete with black tux
and red ruffled shirt) and Jim
Wilson as the voice from above
... actually the voice from
somewhere in the lighting booth.
"The Window," a radio dram a
by Lawrence and Lee . ("The
Night Thoreau Spent in Jail"),
runs, second. Directed by Niall
.
Slater (Audiences will
remember him for his articulate
performance as the deaf mute in
"Ray's Speed Shoppe), "The
Window" recreates "a radio
studio of the 1930's.
Finishing out the program is
an absolutely insane one-a- ct by
George Bernard Shaw entitled
"Passion, Poison and
Petrifaction." Directed by John
Hamlin (Audiences will
remember him for bis steller
performance as the moon in
"Bloop Wedding," the tender
drama of a girl who gets run
over by a. lawn mower on her
wedding day)"Passion, Poison
and Petrifaction" takes a comic
look - at-melodr- ama, love, and
murder. Next imagine yourself
watching Orson Welles and the
east of the Mercury Theatre in
the 1930'j. . Seated at a small
desk, scripted commercials is
hand, the announcer booms a
deep, eerie, baritone voice:
"Good eVening and welcome to
my favorite stories." Standing
by the microphones the actors
prepare for a stirring rendition
of "The Window."
The atmosphere of a radio
studio is brilliantly brought to
life by the cast Kirk Fisher on
Baird on Smith
continued from page 1
which comes from the order of
businessmen ought to be listened
to with great precaution, and
ought never to be adopted till
after having been long and
carefully examined, not only
with the most scrupulous, but
with the most suspicious at-
tention. It comes from the order
of men whose interest is never
exactly the same with that of the
public, who have generally an
interest to deceive and even to
oppress the public, and who
accordingly have, upon many
occasions, both deceived and
oppressed it"
HOUSE OF RHODES
-
XARN NEEDLEWORK
Rug and Crwl Supplies
On the Corner of Qu in by
and Pine - 264-62- 94
TREASURE HOUSE HOBBIES'
Crafts end
Hobbies
'from A to Z
1
r
John Fancher and Dave
the sound effects and the voice of
your friendly announcer John
Brooks combine with the superb
oral interpretation of Hm
Grubb, John Fancher, David
O'Dell and Deb Sauder. A salute
to Niall Slater for his authen-
ticity in every detail from sound
effects to Tim Grubb's short hair
. . Remember, Tim", until it
grows back, a little dab'll do y a !
.
,
Last and certainly last is John
(Moonbeam) Hamlin and .G.'B. .
'Shaw's "Nightmare." I must be
honest and say I did not see this
production, but the cast tells me
This afternoon, at 4 p.m.,
approximately 25 Black students
will depart Wooster for Gran- -
yf-- J ?"Lto a Career
xuiui lu t uuu VAJiuereuce ior
Black students. The conference,
co-sponso- red by Wooster and
THE GIFT CORNER
Distinctive crafts
and gifts
.A n It. m mruoiic aquore anaG the Weestar Inn.-- 2640117
THE
- ASHOP
' In the College Hills '
I Shopping Center f -
one62-a46- M J- - ,
BEALL AVE ECON-O-WAS- H
(Just North of the Collef )
24 Hoar Coin-O- p Laandry
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
voice;. Aprils
O'Dell in "Window"
it is great The cast also tells me --
that Ronald Reagan doesn't dye
his hair.. ' - ;
I saw "Passion, Poison and.
Petrifaction." done once by an.
obscure group of, actors.. ; I
remember' thinking to myself;
whaf an
.
obscure play it was. --T
Seriously, it is an indescriabably '
funny show. And even if it isn't,
,
seeing John Rice get squirted
with a seltzer bottle is worth the
price of the admission.
The plays get under way at
8:15 p.m. Tickets are available --
at the door. ' '
Denison College Black Students
Associations, will last two days,
and will include workshops and
seif.assessment sessions
B.S.A. Retreat Today.
Bruce Longworth and Meg Hacken in "Apple Tree"
Kathy Clyde and Sue
I?
Purves irt,"Poisoh...'r
I Oxfdni Rep ; Visits
r continued from page 1
.
' Center Pit -- "
form of aid facilitates ongoing
assistance in problem areas
rather than temporary; efforts
toward hunger relief. - V
Ms. Levenson's agenda for
today includes :I 3:00 Slide presentation ofpresent projects in Lowry
-- 5:30 .Open dinner
discussion in Lowry ' con-
ference room. -
7:00 Film, "3,900 million
and' oneA' examines the
population problem through
the eyes of an Indian peasant
family. Shown in Babcock.
-
1 Store Hoars: RIon. thru Thar-- 9:30 to 5:30 T
T Frila7 and Seunrday Night TS1 9 1
ySmP!p I
v
.
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.If you missed the Consumer
; Protection Workshop on Wed- - -
.1 nesday at 8:30 in Douglas Hall,
you may be in for a "rip-off.-"
The workshop, led by Mr. Jay
K Seaton of Cleveland's WKYC-T- V
Action 3 News, wa.s held to make
- people aware oi uie various
I-typ-
es
of rip-of-fs around today
and to answer people's questions
about the world of the consumer. -
rseaton "was i introduced 5 Ty --
Ellen.McKnight, who told of his
previous , consumer protection
work as a Nader's Raider in 1972
- and m VISTA in 1970. -
After the introduction, Seaton
opened his talk . with
.
a brief
.
account of the beginnings of the
"consumer movement. tie
praised Ralph Nader as "the --
founder . of the consumer- -
Chapin
.By David Johns
"Anything you want to try
' just let go and fly high. Be the
k wind, be a star. Make a wish and
you'll go far."
Tom Chapin lifted" 1 the
emotions of those who were .
fortunate enough to attend his
conceit- - Monday in McGaw '
Chapel. If anyone came tor the'
, concert feeling depressed," he
probably left feeling happy. His
lyrics were light lively and
humorous, while his music was
fresh and vibrant
The concert was a success
because the - audience became .
emotionally involved by clap-- '
ping, jingling keys, and singing
the lyrics. Chapin performed at 1 --
bis best after the crowd began to
generate enthusiasm. As the
GOING TO --
EUROPE
THIS SUMMER?
See us for your
student-railpas- s
Two Months Unlimited
Second Class Rail Travel
in 13 European Countries
I Only $195-As- k
us about it!
FLAIR TRAVEL
COilSULTAMTS
w 346 East Bowman St. .
Just off tha campus
264-65-05
SMITHVILLE INN
109 West Main
: Smithville
"WHERE CHICKEN IS KING"
- : r 6692641 .
movement," and said that
; Nader was so important because
"he provided alternative " in-
formation on products." Before
Nader, consumers had to get
, product information . from the
: very companies that were rip-
ping them off. -
v seaton went on to mention,
some examples of some typical
"rip-offs- " that appear iff many
7 current : magazines..:. The" .first
offered . five : woven polyester 1..
towels for ONLY $L5. The ad,
" however, neglected to tell people
that these "towels" were
smaller than "Handi-Wipes- ,"
and of poorer quality. Another
- example was an ad tor
.
a
cosmetic, kit-- containing five"
samples of name-bran- d per-
fumes. The bottles pictured in
Origiriens
'Concert rolled on, ' the pace
seemed to pick - up, Chapin
relaxed, and let his talent flow.
Although he injected a few
mellow songs between the light
ones, this did not change the
; mootfV considerably.- - Chapin
bounced back after each serious
: number: with one of his "silly
songs." The light crew enhanced
the changing moods by throwing
different shades of color on the
" singer. "
The most impressive aspect of -
a Tom Chapin song is its. lyrics.
This is where his real talent lies..
The words, which are poetry in
themselves, create an image ''
while, they reflect the mood
,created by the music. His poetic fability is seen in one of his more
mellow; songs: "When the
Stiull Analyzes U.S.-Sovi- et Detente
: by Tom Cashman'
.
Tuesday night, Dr. Gordon
Shull outlined the current
situation concerning detente '
between the Soviet Union
and the United States. Shull,
a professor of Political
Science, spoke to the Bab-co-ck
"Contemporary Issues
" Forum, a weekly discussion --
of major- - international
issues. -
The present Ford ad--
ministration definition of :
the ad led people to Relieve that
Is t what they would get What
they7 got was a small box con-
taining five perfume Vpackets"
with enough in . them for one
usage. By law, neither of these
constitute false advertising,
, because people get exactly what
the ad says, the ads simply
v neglect to .mention size or-amou- nts.
.
v r:
.
"Most commercials are
pointed toward women in the 18
to 49 age group," said Seaton of
television rip-off- s. He said these
'
commercials tell women that
.
they can be beautiful if they willjust use this or that product, and
many times they are believed.
Seaton said that consumer
ignorance is what- - helps "rip--o-ff
artists to thrive. He felt that
McGaw
music's gone and sorrow takes a
bow, like the memory of a
rainbow or the shadow "of a
cloud. It sure is hard when
--
, sorrow takes a bow. And my life
goes on without you, anyhow."
Chapin quickly-chang- ed the
mood with one of his lively
songs: "How happy we will be
you and me. There 'will be times
"' I lift you up and times I let you
" down. Two in the heart of me."
'
' Tom's music is good, but it
lacks the deep emotional power
,j that his famous brother Harry
produces. They both play upon
- different kinds of emotion.
Harry instills a deep, melan-- .
choly element into much of his
- music, while his younger brother
; creates a lighter, less serious'
type of music.
.
'detente is "peace through
strength." Ford recently
shunned Secy, of State Henry
Kissinger for using the
French reference to mutual
"relations.
, The Russian
conception of the word - is
"peaceful coexistence."
Shull said the present
situation has - -- "deep
historical roots," relating to
a phenomenon that great
powers will always be at
odds.
FIRST
Federal's
71 Years
YOUNG!
Our 1st T.V. Ad J
two areas needed to be worked
on to prevent people from being
taken.
- First, he said people must be.
educated as far as what to look
for when determining whether
an ad is a rip-o- ff or not "Many
rural people fall- - for 4hese
gimmicks," said Seaton. He felt
television would be the most
effective way to make
Americans aware of false ad-
vertising and gimmicks to take
people's money. This is because
Americans watch . so much
television each day.
Secondly, Seaton said con-
sumer protection agencies must
use individual complaints (from
people who have been taken) as
a group to combat the larger
"operators." - : -
-- V . ;, . . . . - . .
- :
try rVi
I
Howard Nemerov
Such powers," said Shull,
"tend to look upon them-
selves as God's gift to
humanity ... that their
greatness is proof of their
virtue, and they must guard
the world."
The Russians represent
"three devils' for
Americans, said Shull,
"socialism, - . Stalinist-Lenini- st
totalitarianism, and
atheism." At least one of
these, if not all touch on
adverse chord in the minds
of many Americans.
Shull said the United
States has had little trouble
getting along with other
. socialist nations, but the
"messianic" complex of the.
Soviets has drawn the ire of
Americans. ' .One major issue of detente
which Shull said has" been
overlooked is that of the
Ostpolitik of former West
German Chancellor Willy
Brandt. Brandt's program
recognized the existence of
East Germany, - an issue
In closing, Seaton advocated
the organization of a consumer
,
protection group here on cam-
pus. This group would make the
campus and surrounding
community aware of the con-
sumer rip-of- f problem. He also
emphasizes Action 3 News'
volunteer internship program in
consumer protection. Anyone
interested in this program or
wishing to get more information
about consumer protection can
send to: -
Jay " Seaton, WKYC-T- V
National Broadcasting Co. 1403
East Sixth Street, Cleveland,
Ohio 44114.
Poet Visits
Howard Nemerov will give a
reading of his poems in Mateer
on Thursday, April 15, at 8:15
p.m. As this year's Phi Beta
Kappa Visiting Scholar,
Nemerov will also participate in
several classes and oe avauaoie
for informal discussion on April
15-1-6.
The most recent of Nemerov's
numerous volumes of poems is
"The Western Approaches,"
published this spring. He has
won many awards for his poetry
.
and has also written .novels,
short stories, and criticism.
Currently , the Edward
Mallinckrodt Distinguished
Professor . - of English at
Washington University,
Nemerov has taught at
Hamilton, Bennington, and
Brandeis. He is a fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and is a former con-
sultant in poetry to the Library
of Congress, w --Nem-
erov's appearance is co-sponso- red
by the local chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa and the Cultural
Events Committee.
which heretofore has been
unsteeled between East and
West.
Future' Contemporary
Issue Forums will include a
discussion of an in-
ternational environmental
problems.
Dr. Gordon Shull
Professor of Political Science
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by Mall Slater
"God writes Ions theatre."
-- Anonymous
I am afraid that I am about to
become the Wooster heretic. I
saw "Adele H." this past week
and quite frankly, I think there
are some problems . with it,
inherent in any attempt to
dramatize history (rewriting
God's theatre), but not in-
superable.
The problems lie in the very
conception of the fiuain essence,
we have half a film. If Adele's
story is to be conceived as a
tragedy, we need to see the
hubris and nemesis; the love
affair in which lieutenant
Pinson led Adele on, as well as
her mental unravelling after his
rejection of her, and his
departure.
By showing us Adele only on
her downhill slide, the film-
makers deprive us not only of
the tension of the drama, but
OMBRE
COORDINATES
For good-looki- ng tops choose
from crinkle, cnintz. seersucker
or voile. Reg. 2.49 a yard.
For coordinating skirts or sJacka
choose from 100 polyester
gabardine or 1 00 polyester
sateen. Reg. 4.09 a yard
Top
weight
Bottom
weight
1.66yd
3.88yd.
BURLINGTON 60 INCH
DOUBLEKNIT
COORDINATES
100 DacronVpolyester. Makes
good-looki- ng dresses, jackets or
pantsuits. Machine wash 'n dry.
60" wide. Popular fashion colors.
Save 1.22 a yard. Reg. 2.99 yd.
177yd
NlaJl Slater
also confuse us about the real
previous story and most of the
characters other than adele.
Lieutenant Pinson in the film is a
schlep of such romantic and
intellectual impoverishment
that it is virtually impossible to
conceive what Adele found in
him worthy of her love.
Adele herself can be a very
distant figure. Some background
material in Adele's reaction to
her family might have
enlightened us as to the origin of
her highly rom antic nature.
Sale effective Monday thru Saturday, April 17.
VOICE April 9, 1976
'
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The final image of Adele is a
haunting one for me, but I fear it
may have meaning only because
of what I have learned of her
from sources outside the film.
The film itself supplies us
precious little information as to
the state of Adele's mind at the
end. Is Adele at the end in such a
wasted physical condition that
' she can no longer even recognize
Lieutenant Pinson? Or has her
love become such a noble
passion that it transcends
( Pinson, the unworthy object, and
can now live, self-sufficie-nt? The
latter is supported by other
critics, but does the film support-that- ?
.
The technique exercised in the
film does not disappoint us;
Truffaut's work is always
beautiful and visually exciting.
The score of the film is
distinguished music in its own
right Truffaut for a number of
years, has been looking for an
opportunity to use the work of
Maurice Jaubert. an early
i JL
s- - -
twentieth centur-y- Trench
composer. Here, it works ex-
tremely well in context
These problems do not Involve
the title character, played by
Isabelle AdjanL Now I know she
should have won the Oscar for
Best Actress, rather than Louise
Fletcher. Adjani's meticulous
. study in progressive madness is
awe-inspirin- g. The touch is very
delicate. --
In , one scene,' she tells a
LILAS IS
SAVINGS
bystander that her name is
Leopoldine, the name of her
deceased sister, with whom she
identifies. A calmer.' moment
later, she turns, apologizes, and
says that her real name is Adele.
An incompetent actress could
have exaggerated that scene out
of. all proportion. Miss Adjani
makes it a small, consistent
contribution ;to the whole por--
trait .
Recital to be Presented
by John rancher
' ' '
.. .-
-.; nr. .-- .
Voice soloist
.
Louise Mc-
Clelland arrives on campus this
evening for a two-da-y vocal
workshop. Saturday evening will
feature a recital by Miss Mc-
Clelland, to be presented at 7:15
p.m. in Mackey HalL The other
event scheduled for Miss Mc-Clellan- d's
-- visit to her alma
mater win be a Master's Vocal
Workshop. This Sunday af-
ternoon presentation will consist
of performances by Wooster
J.P; STEVEN NATURAL "TRASH"
GR O U P. 1 00 cotton or 50 cotton --
50 polyester. Choose from Painter Drills, Bulldenims.
Ducks, Canvas and Qaberama. Assorted hard, soft or
brush finishes. 45748" wide. Natural color. Save
1.11 a yard. Reg. 2.99 yd. 1.80 yd.
BURLINGTON "SUPERGYRATION"
LIGHTWEIGHT DOUOLEKNITS. 100
texturized Dacron polyester. Llg hrweig ht for spring and
summer. Assorted solid rotors. Machine wash'n dry.
60" wide. Save 1.11 a yard. Reg. 2.99yd. 1.88yd.
60 INCH CHINO. 50 polyester50 rayon. --
Perfect for spring sportswear. Machine wash 'n dry.
Save 1.55 a yard. Reg. 2.99 yd. 1.44 yd.
CONCORD "KETTLECLOTH". 50 Fortrei
polyester50 cotton. Assorted colors. G reat for the
outdoors. Machine wash n dry. 45" wide. Save
63 a yard. Reg. 2.49 yd. . 1.85 yd.
ASSORTED COTTONS. Solids, prints or
patches, 45" wide. Lots of colors to choose f rom.N
Reg. 1.69-1.- 99 a yard. 99yd.
WOOSTER: Portage Square Plaza
Monday - Saturday 10-- 9, Sunday 1-- 6
.if;;?'!'
voice students who will then I
critiqued by Miss McClelland.
She will also speak about op-
portunities and experiences in
the field of music performance.
Sunday's Masters' Workshop is
at 1, again in Mackey HalL
- As a student at Wooster in the
mM.lQVc Ul f .flollanrl wac
a student of Karl Trump. She
augmented her vocal training
with a position as soloist with the
traveling Wooster Men's Chorus.
.? 'i ce,
Pog 7
; by JohnDelcoi ,-- : I- -
'George Allen," the coach .
of the Washington Redskins,
-- claims that only, "a disaster
or a winning season can bring
a sports team together." With
- those - words - Allen has ac-
curately described the in-
creasing
.
. influence sports
has on our society. From the x
sandlots to Dodger Stadium; the
play grounds to Madison Square
Garden, sports has captivated .
the imagination of our nation,
- Americans religiously spend --,
millions annually to either play
the game,or watch their heroes '
do battle. On levels ranging from
Pee-we-e football to the NFL,
sport has attracted such a vast
' following, that it can no longer
be considered the "en-
tertainment of the lower-clas- s
male." Sport now maintains
such a solid foundation in our
culture that women can no'
longer be excluded. Female
participation has risen sharply
in the last decade. And this can
be directly related to the at--
titudes of Scottie basketballer
Cindy Ban and thousands like
her. "I love to play," says Cindy
matter-of-factl-y. Because more '
women are expressing .this
feeling, athletics will continue to
grow.
..:
Cindy has been playing
organized sports since the fifth
grade, and currently plays for
the Scottie basketball, field
hockey, and Softball teams. She
feels that the degree of interest
i
Y
as?.-- K' rw.V Jw-.- Jj t'uii.iAM.aj& nmtjmt
Colorful, Exotic, Desirable
Add a touch of color, a dash of sentiment, mixed
with a generous portion
tor the finest in neckutes
for every lady.
120 E. LIBERTY ST.
Wooster, Ohio -- 44691
PHONE 264-85- 04
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Woman Athlete Excells
. is higher for the men's teams,
. but "there is still considerable
interest for the girl's teams. 1
Since she has played for
nearly a decade, Barr has seen
the rise of women's athletics
through many ' phases. Barr
says, "I think the reason for the
rise is that more girls, have
become interested at society's
interest has increased. This
means that the competition is
going to increasingly get bet-
ter." '..-- -- .-
- Are the competition - levels
between men and women equal,
and can they compete with each
other? "I don't think it's
possible." says Barr, ,tThe
levels of competition are too
different The best man can
always beat the best woman
because of the physical '
element" This by no means
detracts from female sports.
Despite the differences in levels
of competition, women's sports
can be just as exciting if hot
more so, as Barr will candidly
tell.
One of the similarities, is the
philosophy of team play and
COMRADERIE.. In his book,
"Meat On The Hoof," Gary
Shaw poignantly shows the
importance of .team together-
ness. The team becomes an
emotionally close-kn- it unit as
they endure the hell of the Texas
Longhorn practice sessions.
Cindy -- - - says- ,- "The --
COMRADERIE on the team is .
sA
of contemporary styling
and pendants a must
ox
Wooster's Diamond Store
one of the reasons why I play."
Playing to the best of one's
- ability is important but Cindy
adds, "While playing on a team
the desire to win must be in-
serted one must have a
winning spirit"
To Cindy, the nature of sport is
competition. But what does she
feel about being an athlete? To
some people, being an athlete is
equivalent to being King of
England. Cindy feels totally
different "An athlete ii not.
really set apart from others that
merits them special status,"
says Barr. She feels that she
should only get enjoyment from
competition and not special
privileges for playing. I have
found this feeling quite common
among many Wooster athletes,
and it is a refreshing attitude.
Watching Cindy perform, one
can obviously see her pride and
determination shine through.
And this pride is no different .
from any other athlete, male or
female.
Scot Linksmon Sweep Course
.
By Doug Dm
The Wooster golf team opened
their 1976 season in devastating
fashion Saturday and proved to
be a rather insensitive host' in
the process. The powerful Scots
rudely trounced a ten-tea- m field
in their own Wooster Open. J
' The Scot linksmen returned to
the clubhouse with a score of 371,
13 strokes in front of second
place Youngstown State
University. Though coach Bob
Nye said his squad had "some
advantage because the course is
In such good shape," it is obvious
that this unit is going to be a
powerhouse. , Nye admitted,
"We're off to a good start"
PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER. . .
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES'
LENSES DUPLICATED
PROITT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
-F- ILLED
333 EAST LIBERTY
264-234- 4
Competitively
A h
Cindy Barr, Sephomor Basketball player
On top of taking the team title,
the Scots helped themselves to
the individual honors as well.
Sophomore John Gill toured the
home course in two under par 70
and was the tournament
medalist Junior Rodger Loesch
fired a 73., which was good for
third place. Junior Mike
Schneider' followed in fifth
position by carving out a 74 and
sophomore Greg Nye finished in
ninth place with a score of 75.
Junior Steve Bamberger shot a
79 to help his team to its first
place finish.
Though the Fighting Scots lost
only one man from last year's
national championship, that
man was Ail-Americ- an Mike
McKeon. Graduating All-Americ- ans
usually leave big
shoes to fill but there seems to be
few
little worrying by the Wooster
unit on that score. The Scots
certainly are not hurting in the
talent department
Tomorrow the team travels to
Ashland College to take part in
the Ashland Invitational. Here's
hoping the Scots prove to be as
successful with their road show
as they have been at home. .
Tryouts
All women interested in
trying out for Varsity
Football Cheerleader, please
attend the meeting on
Wednesday, April 14th at
6:00 p.m. in the Physical
Education Center
classroom.
"3
Save hundreds of dollars (over 50) on
125 low-co-st charter flights to Europe.
Big jets to Paris and London from New York.
Chicago. San Francisco. Los Angeles. Many
3-- 1 4 week flights, plus special flights that
enable you to spend a full semester (or even
a year) abroad. But you must. reserve
65 days in advance. Highly reliable. Geared
to needs of the educational community.
Mail this coupon now for free schedule,
full details.
Name
Address
City State Zip
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Babceck - Ut floor. Tel. oict. 343
dther evfii flights or also available variedpoint at departure ' ror further information,
contact Tha OHica of International Programs.
Hitters Achieve J3-- J, 2--0
by John Delcos
When asked why Tom Seaver .
is a great pitcher. Hank Aaron'
replied, "Because even when he
is off, he can still beat you."
That, is the trademark of a great
pitcher. And even though ,
comparisons with Seaver are
premature, Wooster's Andy
Matonak and Denny La Duke are
outstanding in their own right
Both hurlers showed that
Seaver-tra- it last Saturday
against Heidelberg as they won,
while off their games.
In the opener, Matonak didn't
have his best stuff and feel
behind the bitters. He scattered
nine safeties, walked two, and
fanned five. But Andy always .
squirmed off the hook, making
the big pitch.
The Scots broke the ice in the
third with three tallies. Singles
by Tom Grippa and John Crasl
put runners on the corners. Dan
Taylor scored Grippa' --wjth a
sacrifice fly anL Rob Steele
blasted a homer. Score: 3-- 0
Scots. -
The Student Princes nicked
Matonak for an unearned run in
the fourth, but the Scots gave
him needed insurance in the fifth
and sixth' frames. Four walks
and an error accounted for a
pair, and Taylor's roundtripper
iced the cake. Andy slammed
the door and coasted the
distance for-- a 6-- 1 win.
Scotti.es' Win-- .
Coach Robin Chambers is
looking forward to another
successful season coaching the
women's lacrosse team. With
seven varsity players returning
out of the thirty-fiv- e women who
have come out for lacrosse, we
can approach the season with
optimism.
On Sunday, March 28, twenty-thre-e
Scotties participated in a
pre-seas-on coached scrimmage
defeating the Cuyahoga
Women's Lacrosse Club, 11-- 6.
Tracy Chambers, Offensive
Coordinator, had the most
assists for the game, while --junior Betsy White scored half of
the goals. Goalie Betsy Bruce --
made an incredible twenty-thre- e
saves during the hour of play.
Freshman Laura Page made. '
some outstanding interceptions
on defense. The returning
fearsome threesome of Jo Olson,
Sue Rohrer, and Nancy
Wiemann thwarted many
scoring attempts.
The junior varsity team is
very talented and is coached
under the direction Of Dale
Kennedy. Their season opens
AprilMatOberlin.
While Matonak wasn't sharp, --
Denny LaDuke spent the ,
nightcap in hot water; The Scots
gave him an early 2--0 lead over '
the first two innings, with the big
hit a run-scori- ng double by Dave
Bramfield. -
Heidelberg loaded the Sacks'
on Denny in the third and it was ;
'
obvious that he didn't have bis
. best stuff. But LaDuke got the
hitter to fly to Taylor in left
ending the inning. Heidelberg
had LaDuke on the ropes in the
4 fourth and fifth frames chipping
away for three runs, but couldn't '
knock him out.
Down 3-- 2 in the sixth, the Scots
exploded four times to steal the
game. Tom Traver opened the'
rally with a one-o- ut single. Rick --
Scott took a walk. Billy Colvin
grounded to the third baseman
who threw poorly to first, and
Traver scored all the way from
second, knotting the game. Dan
Taylor doubled, scoring two, and
came home on Steele's triple to
right center. When the smoke
cleared, the Scots were up 6--3
LaDuke bore down in the
Netters Meet
Mixed Fortune
ByDonBerkey
The Fighting Scot netters met
with mixed fortunes in their last
two matches. They jumped
invading Mt. Union, 9--0 last '
Saturday, but played the roll of
the cordial --host on Tuesday by '
handing Kenyon an 8--1 decision.
The line-u-p remained the,
same: junior Kip Coerper was at
first singles, senior Reid Had-dic-k
toot the second
.
court,
senior Jim . Rakestraw played
third singles, junior Dave Kirk--
.
patrick held down the fourth
spot junior Dave Roberts was at
fifth court, and junior. Bill Fox
played ijth. singles. Coerper
and Rakestraw team at first
doubles, Haddick. and Kirk-patri- ck
are the second doubles .
duo, and Roberts and Fox man
the third court' AH were easy
winners in the Mt Union match
with only one contest going three
sets.
The story on Tuesday was just
the opposite. Coerper remained
undefeated at first singles in a
touch 6--2, 4-- 6, 6--4 decision. Kirk-patric- k.
Fox and the third
doubles match went three sets, --
but the Lords proved to --be too
much for the locals. V
The Scots will take their 2-- 1
record into today's meeting with
.
'
Capital on the Hard Courts. .
Denison invades, next Wed-
nesday in an important con-
ference contest
Shop J
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seventh and walked away a
"winner.
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Wooster upped their season's --
slate to 13--1 and are 2-- 0 in the
.
OAC. They have played good
ball as their record indicates.
But Saturday they-- showed
something very important and
ability to comeback in the
clutch. Their pitching, was done
- as much with the gut as with the
arm,, and that's 'what winners '
are made of. - . -- '
Track
-
', ByDougDfll "" :'
The Wooster track squad was .
edged by Marietta 69-6-7 in the
Scots' first meet of the outdoor '
- season Tuesday. The meet was
decided by the final event the
mile relay, which Marietta won
in 3:31.3. Wooster's defeat was
not without highlights however;
Nathaniel Wimberly blazed to a--
.
new school record 9.6 second,
clocking in the 100-y- d. dash. ;
Coach Jim Bean said he was
not disappointed with his team's "
"performance and noted ' that
several proven- - point-getter- s''
.
including Forrest Merten, Rick
. Day, and Al Lewis were unable
to participate.
.
-
.-
-
.
.
.
'Wooster was outstanding in --
.
the shot-p- ut sweeping all three
places. Derrick. Cherry placed
first with, a heave of 412", Ted
Koontz grabbed, second place
and Al George picked up a third."
Don Bordine finished "second in
the discus with a 132'4" effort.
In other field action, versatile
King Lewis, scored in. three -
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Excel Despite Lb
events. Lewis leaped ail" for afirst place in the long jump,
419" for a second position in the
triple jump, and 62" for a win in
the high jump. Jeff Miller placed
third in the high jump and Roger
Risley cleared 12'6" for second
place in the pole vault
The Scots succeeded in
sweeping all the honors in a
, track event also. Tim Field hit
the tape first in :S9.3 in the 440-y-d.
intermediate hurdles. Dan
Gerhart and Fred Jones finishedjust behind in : 60.08 and :60.6,
respectively, : Field added a 1
second in the. l20-y- d. hurdles in
his victory.
.
' ? " -
-
In the sprint events Wimberly
finished third in the 220-y-d. dash .
in addition to running away with
(3
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the 100. Manny Stone won the 220 ;
in :22.5 and. was second in the ;
100. 'Willie Grimes captured a
second in the 440. " --o . --
The distance events were all
won by Marietta but the Scots '
hung in. Joe Williams and Hal'
: Gerspacher finished second and
third in the mile run. Jeff Rice,
took third in the 880-y-d. run and
Bill Reedy and George Cham-
bers placed second and third in
the three-mil- e run," - .
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nese casuius turn .
workdays into playdays.
. Ever see your feet smile?
' going Dexters. The leather
is soft and supple. The -
look is just right for--"
sportier clothes. And likeJ-
-
: all Dexter shoes, theyTH . -- ,
.
make even the bluest --
Monday feel like Saturday!
Ajmster Shoes
